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DASHES IN THE DUSK:

DAILY ROUTINE FOR A JACKSON’S CHAMELEON

Whereas many organisms in Kenya at least superficially resemble those from more
temperate latitudes and are thus reasonably familiar,. I have always viewed
chameleons as exotic and essentially tropical

^ as fascinating, sluggish
dinosaurs in miniature. They are difficult to detect, usually being camouflaged
and motionless and are not easily seen when they cross bare ground such as roads
or paths. So, having seen a fev7 but photographed only one, they remained until
recently fascinating but remote.

On July 20 1982 however, this situation was radically altered when a small
group of birds ~ Eastern Double collared Nectarinia mediocris and Amethyst
Wo amethystina Sunbirds and Streaky Seedeaters Serinus striolatus ~ started
excitedly mobbing something in the combined Hibiscus and bramble bush
immediately outside my living room window in Spring Valley, Nairobi. At once
thinking 'owl' or 'snake* I unobtrusively rushed to the windov;, scrutinised the
bush and saw two chameleons on its branches, about a metre above the ground.
The real object of the birds' mobbing however was a Siamese cat hidden in the
dense foliage at the bottom of the bush: this conclusion is reinforced by the
fact that, on several later occasions, the then sole chameleon was completely
ignored/undetected by various birds.

This hibiscus/bramble bush is densei enough to provide cover but easy to see
into from my living room, window, so that the chameleons could be detected with
ease at most times. So I began looking at. them, this being the chance for
armchair observation par excellence, and the following notes summarise my
observations over the following 49 days. I have almost no background knowledge
on this topic (so what's new already ?) and anything like learned comment
emanates from Dr Jim Hebrard of the University of- Nairobi's zoological depart-
ment; I am grateful to Jim for commenting on an earlier draft of these notes.

As members who attended his lectur.e will know, Jim, is making a study of the

ecology and distribution of chameleons in Kenya and he is most interested in

contacting anyone who has records or general observations Of them, or has seen
them, regularly, from an3rwhere in the country; details of their breeding
activit37 and predators are particularly useful. Jim's address is Zoology,
P.O. Box 30197, Nairobi and he will answer ALL mail on this subject.

1) THE MATING
The two chameleons were first detected at 13: 15 on 20.7.32 as described

above. One of them was smaller than the other, green-yellox^ in colour and with
three reasonably stout facial horns: this was obviously a Jackson's Chameleon
Chamaeleo jacksonii

,

a quite familiar species in Nairobi. The other however,
was about 50% taller in its torso, grey and white and with three sm.aller facial
horns: a thicker one protruding in typical Jackson's style from its snout, and

two shorter and thinner ones (approximately 2 - 3 mm long and 1 mm thick)
protruding from the face at the inner edge of each eye socket. Jim subsequently
informed me that this second animal was also a Jackson's, no other species
having facial horns of this type; he also mentioned that horned females are

de rigueur in Nairobi, but that they are much rarer on the southern to eastern
slopes of Mt Kenya. Excluding the tail, this female was approximately 125 mm
long, and about 30 mm tall at the highest part of the body; these measurements
and others relating to the distances that the animals moved xi^ere derived from
noting their lengths along branches, and then measuring the branches when they
had moved on: the chameleon was not actually handled until the day before its

disappearance

.

With hindsight, then, as to which sex was x^/hich,, the events of 20 July were

as follows. The cham.eleons were detected at 13:15 a few minutes later the

male attempted to touch the female, XA/hich swayed back and forth £-ind appeared

to frighten the male away. At 16:05 the pair were seen mating, side by side
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along a branch with their abdomens pressed together; the male was motionless
while its mate, clasping it along its spine with its right legs, was making
quick rhythmic sideways swayings. I regret now not having made fuller notes
on this copulation as Jim tells me that it is very rarely observed; hence,
anyone seeing this phenomenon should take full details including sketches
and/or photographs.

The pair were seen again in the bush on the following day, but after this

the male disappeared.

2) 'WAKING UP'

The normal daily routine of this female can be summarised as 'waking up',

'hunting' and 'returning to the sleep twig'.

On all but one occasion, the chameleon spent each night near the end of a

high and fairly isolated 'sleep tv;ig', crouched in a distinctive 'sleep
posture' and facing out towards the twig's end (more details of this later).

Its awakening routine consisted of gradually rising out of the sleep posture
and then slowly turning round through 180*^ so as to face back down the sleep
twig. My observations of this behaviour showed that; (a) the animal was still
in the complete sleep posture at 06:30, (b) half out of the sleep posture at

06:36-06:50, (c) half turned around on the sleep twig at 06:55 - 07:07,
(d) completely turned around at 06:55 - 07:15 and (e) hunting/moving off down
the sleep twig at 06:55 or later. The overlap in these times show variations
between the five mornings on which I observed it 'waking', but in general it

was still in the complete sleep position at 06:30 aud off hunting by 07:00 or
a little thereafter. These variations in timing cannot be related to weather
conditions as all five mornings were cold, grey and overcast. The chameleon
emerged from the sleep posture (see later) front-end first, i.e. by first
standing up on its front legs so as to lift its throat and chest off the sleep
twig; then it would uncoil its tail and raise its back legs, probably in that

order.

3) 'HUNTING'
As far as I know, 'hunting* encompasses all that the animal did between

emerging from its sleep posture just after dawn and 'bedding doim' again in

the dusk. Jim notes that these animals can bask, at which time the side facing
the sun often turns black, but I was unaware of this while making these observ-
ations and may have overlooked it.

The actual hunting technique V7as extremely simple: with the exception of

very alert eye movements, the chameleon remained motionless or very nearly so

for long periods, waiting for small insects to come within range of its

tremendously extendable tongue. Due to the extremely sudden and rapid nature
of this event, few 'kills' were actually witnessed but a description of one
gives the idea: after the chameleon had been completely immobile for about
10 minutes, the tongue suddenly shot out and took a small insect from the end
of a twig about 200 mm away (= approx. 80% of its body length excluding the
tail) and returned it to the mouth, after which the prey was chewed for a

couple of minutes before the chameleon became motionless again. The chameleon
was also seen to extremely cautiously approach prey and to very gently sway
back and forth before unnerringly launching its tongue. In the split second
between the opening of the mouth and the 'firing' of the tongue, the latter
seemed to be protruded, just as one might stick one's tongue out in insult,
before actually being shot at the prey.

Except during its 'forays' (see below), the volume of the bush in which
the animal lived and hunted was small; the total volume of this bush outside
my window is approximately 3 m’ and, during one 34 hour period (including one
night), the volume visited by the chameleon was only 0.3 m^ ; during this
period it was always 165 - 180 cm above the ground and (during the daylight
hours) about 30 cm below the top of the bush i.e. high enough to be out of

the reach of predators on the ground such as dogs, cats, small children etc,

whilst not actually being exposed on the top of the bush where (during the



day) it might be seen by avian predators (cf. its position during darkness;

see below). During the whole of one day after one of its 'forays’ (see below )

5

it appareritl}^ moved only 40 cm away from its sleeping area and the same
distance back.-..

Three different reactions to potential threats were seen. I surprised it

in my torch beam one evening whereupon it moved its eyes and then performed
two of ;the characteristic sideways sways of its whole body, before settling
into its sleep posture again. On another occasion, four Speckled Mousebirds
Colius striatus landed in the bush and began eating leaves and making a great
commotion: the chameleon went into a complete sleep posture including the

coiled tail, while abruptly darkening dorsally and lightening below (with an
abrupt junction between the two)

,
which had the effect of breaking up its

silhouette; its eyes remained active. It came very gradually out of this

posture, beginning four minutes after the birds had left, by slowly raising
itself erect on its rear legs. On another occasion when mousebirds landed,

in the bush, the chameleon changed colour so as to produce a pale stripe
along its flank but, instead of adopting the sleep posture, it simply ceased
movement completely. On neither occasion did the birds take any notice of
the reptile: however, Speckled Mousebirds are omnivorous (Mackworth-Praed
& Grant 1957) and do take eggs and young birds (pers. ob.) so that they
could be at least a potential danger to a relatively small lizard. This
point is supported by the fact that the chameleon took no notice of them at '

all when, on another occasion, the bush was visited by Amethyst Sunbirds and
a pair of Yellow-breasted Apalis Avails flavida, both more innocuous and less
omnivorous species.

4) ’RETURNING TO THE SLEEP TWIG’
During the nights, the chameleon performed a very distinctive behavioural

routine: it would spend the hours of darkness on a 'sleep twig', huddled in a

'sleep posture' . The sleep tx^ig to which it would retreat for safety during
the night would be long and slender, and X'jithout branching or any except light
.terminal foliage; the two sleep twigs selected protruded out of the top of the

bush at angles around 60° - 70° above the horizontal, and were sufficiently
strong to bear the animal's weight near their tips without being depressed to

much under 35° - 45° elevation: one of these twigs was an isolated branch
37 cm long and approximately 4 mm thick. The chameleon was never seen on these
twigs during the day. presumably because exposure on the top of the bush would
involve toe much risk from avian and other predators; At night, how^ever, these
high prominences would provide refuge from predators advancing into the bush
from the ground. In his garden, Jim Hebrard has found that Jackson’s Chameleon
will, in some cases, spend the night in the dense interior of shrubs.

During the day, the chameleon's typical stance was with its body raised off

the branch on its four legs, and with its tail held out horizontally behind its

torso. At night, however, near the tip of the sleep twig, it would subside
into d sleep posture that presumably (a) reinforced its hold on the twig so

that it did not slip off during the night, while (b) minimising its surface
area exposed, to the lower night temperatures. In this position, the whole
ventral torso from the chin to the vent was laid flat along and resting on the

twig, while the tail was perfectly and completely curled into a plana,r,

circular coil that hung down to one side of the tv;ig; the feet and lov^er halves
of the legs were held in close to the body and flat along the branch; on all

but one occasion (see below), the animal faced the distal end of the sleep twig

though, from his observations, Jim notes that this can vary considerably.
Routine observations of its choice of and progress to the sleep twig provided
interesting results. Contrary to its great lack of activity during the day,

its movement through the short equatorial dusk from wdierever it was hunting
back to the sanctuary of the sleep twig was rapid, the 'dusk dash’, with
progress through the bush with a continuous, jerky gait. During 'the eight
days of observation, ib began or was engaged in this comparatively rapid
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retreat during the brief period 17;30 - 17:4i. The influence of the weather

on the time of retreat could not be gauged as all eight of the days were cool,

dull and overcast. During the period of its stay in the bush, the chameleon

used only two sleep twigs; if we label these A and B (B was about 30 cm away

from A horizontally and about 15 cm above it), the sequence of use was;-

A 25/7; B 26/7 - 8/8; A 9 ~ 12/8; 13 - 15/8 unrecorded; B 16/8; A 17/8; B 18 -

19/8; 20/8 unrecorded; A 21/8 - 1/9; 2 - 5/9 unrecorded; A 6/9; i.e. the two

twigs x^ere used almost equally (A = 52.7% of the recorded nights) and mostly
for lohg consecutive periods

.

To my tloh-chameleon eye, these two sleep twigs had equal merits and it is

possible that, having selected one (twig A) on its first night, twig B was

selected by mistake. I say this because during its ’dusk dashes’ back to the

sleep twig on several evenings it lost its way and began to ascend high twigs

in the bush that were not A or B: on these occasions, having realised its

mistake, it would never turn round and retrace its steps so as to reach a

junction and then ascend the correct twig, but would extremely carefully and

slox7ly stretch across the gap between it and A or B, i.e. once it had its

sleeping position on A or B in sight it would head straight for it rather
than retracing its steps and losing sight of it again. These stretches

between twigs were spectacular, and were only seen in this situation. Grasping
the branch it was on with its hind legs and tail, it would extremely gradually
and rhythmically sway forwards, reaching out with its forelegs towards the

sleeping twig; at its furthest stretch, the whole of its body foivard of the

base of the tail V70uld be reaching forward and unsupported; it v/ould then crane
its body, millimetre by millimetre towards its objective by means of slight
rhythmic backwards and forwards sx\7ayings of its body and, having grasped the

sleep twig with its forefeet and having pulled it a little tox/ards it, would
release its hold on the other twig; by this time it would only be clinging on
with the distal section of its tail, its hind legs hanging free, so that on
releasing the grip of its tail the rest of its body would leap forward to gain
a four-foot grip on the sleep twig.

To give a precise account of it losing its way and also to give an idea of
the patience required of a warm-blooded and thus restless and active mammal
(i.e. me) in recording the progress of a cold-blooded and languorous reptile
(i.e. it), here is a section of my field notes (or rather armchair notes from
28/7/83:-
”

. . .

.

; 17:38 swaying again, leading to completing turn in 30 secs.; facing
up branch towards sleep twig. 17:39 backwards and forwards sx^7aying, then
motionless. 17:41 swaying back and forth; moving slowly (c. 0.5 cm) up twig,
17:42 strong back and forth swaying - has moved 5 cm up branch (angle of
branch c. 60°), 17:45 inching up by small scale sx^aying - has now gone 5 cm.
Motionless. 17:50 inching up; has moved 12 cm. 17:53 sudden visible active
movement up branch, plus swaying. 17:55 has advanced 23 cm; motionless.

’

17:57 more swaying; has advanced 30 cm. 17:59 turning up side twig - this
is not sleeping twig of last 2 nights or the night before that, but is close
(15 cm away at tips) to both of them, 18:00 poised at/on base of twig. 18:01

lost grip (front leg) on twig and slipped 0.5 cm sideways. 18:02 actively
moving up twig. 18:03 motionless on twig, c. third way up it. 18:08 as 18:03;
motionless; has it chosen wrong tvrig? - this one leafier than other two, which
are bare except for sprig at end. 18:21 very very slowly turning round on
twig - now one third turned - has in fact turned upper half of body to face
base of last night’s sleeping tx^ig; motionless. 18:26 moving very slowly
across to small sprig half way between two previous sleep twigs. 18:29
climbing'very slowly onto this sprig. 18:32 inching out onto a bare isolated
twig of this sprig; sky clear; cold already. 13:35 reaching sideways again
towards sleep tx^ig of last night (I). 18:36 with much Stretching and swaying
grasps sleep tx^ig of last night. 18:38 stretching full length to cross very
slowly to sleep tx^ig. After long, slow, incredible stretch, four feet are on
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sleep twig. 18:45 motionless c. third way up sleep twig; dusk falling. 18:50
as 18:45 becoming hard to make out chameleon against dark background. 18:53
has moved c. 3 cm. up sleep twig; is about 4 - 5 cm from probable sleep place;
almost dark; inching nearer sleep spot. 18:56 up another 3 cm. 18:58 just
about at sleep place (I). 1^:01 as 18:58; at sleeping place .....”

On one occasion, it was just about to take the wrong choice at a fork en ^

route to its sleep twig when it definitely looked up and forwards and
j,
seeing

its mistake, changed its choice and continued in the correct direction. On
tV'TO nights, it 'slept* sufficiently far out along ti>rig A fo«' its weight to

depress this twig almost to the horizontal. The first night on which this
occurred on (9/8) was after 14 consecutive nights on twig B,.and the animal
seemed, unused to its new perch; it seemed to have glifficulty in balancing on
the near-horizontal A, and adopted a m.odified slCjOp posture, with its head and
tail hanging down on opposite sides of the twig, possibly as an aid in
balancing. On ll/S, again on ,a nearly horizontal ,A and again possibly in aid
of balance, it performed the pnique manoeuvre of reaching its distal ’sleeping’
place at 18:40 and then, by IS: 10, of turning, ar.ound through 180° to adopt a

full sleep posture facinvg backx^ards towards the base of the stem.

5) THE ’FORAYS’ ^
^

i

The ’forays' were a complete ..departure irori^ the chameleon’s normal
routine: v;hereas it normally hunted 1.2 - 1.8 m above the grduhd, there x^jerd

occasional days when, on .leaving the' sleep' twig in the morning, it xTOuld go

doxm to the base' of the bush,., Thus, on 8/S, it was 88 cm doxm the main stem
of the bush by 09: 25, 45 cm above the ground at 11 : 15 and' 15 cm above the;

ground at,, 12:50; at‘17“40, however, it was back up at the l^ase of its sleep
twig. V .:v s .

' ' '
'

I termed these bursts of travelling 'forays' and recorded th^ir occurrence

July 20 chacieleqn first detected - EIGHT DAYS - July 29 foray '

THREE DAYS - August 2 foray - FIVE DAYS August 8 foray
FOUR DAY'S August ,13. foray ..... . observations i£ss complete afte’r this date
NINE DAYS - August 23 foray - EIGHT DAYS ? September 1 fbr'ay ?

FOUR DAYS “ Sept,em,|:?er 6 successful foray: last date seen.

While I am certain that all forays betxreen 29/7 and 13/8 ^/ere detected,
shOvi7ing a crude periodicity of three to five days, my ' observations after 13/8

were less complete, and it is possible that not all forays were detected. The
foray of 1/9 is uncertain since, when observation ceased at 12:30, the chamel-
eon xiras not to be seen: indetectability usually meant that it was low dexmo

in the bush.
\Tby did it perform these excursions? I think that it found the. bush in.

some way unacceptable and that i.t was ra.aking attempts to leave. Had the bush
been adjacent to others, this would have posed no problem as it could^.have

climbed -pr stretched across to ip.terdig.ltating branches or, in the, absence of

these, it could simply descend t^e -bush's main stem and cross to ascend that

of its neighbour.' This bush is, hox^?ever, isolated, its nearest tall neighb'‘>ur

being about
,,

iQ m to- ’either side along the walls of the house. There is ground

cover to these other bushes along the floral border of the lawW., but I suspect

that the chameleon’s overriding fear x^as that it would be overtaken by dusk

before i,t foxind a suitably tall sanctuary on which to spend the night, i.c.

before it found another sleep twig.

My reasoning is as f olloxvs . The only two reasons for this behaviour that

come to mind are (a) exploiting a richer food source in the base of the bush,

or (b) trying to leave the bush. Its behaviour did not reflect more abundant

prey, in fact it just seemed to be intent on moving out as far as possible from

the bush's base before, presumably with the stimulus of the lowering sun,

making a frantic dash up to the safety of its sleep twig again. No greater

numbers of insects were seen in the base of the bush and it was not observed
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to make more frequent kills there. Also, on the days following the forays.,

it did not exhibit greater activity consequent on greater food supplies nor

attempt to reach these food supplies again, in fact quite the reverse: on

the da)^ following the foray of 2/8, it spent the hours 14:30 - 17:00 in a

full immobile sleep posture in full daylight: was this unprecedented lethargic
behaviour due to abnormal expenditure of energy reserves during the previous
day's foray, was it a move to conserve body heat during a cool overcast day,

or was it the second alternative as a consequence of the first? Certainly,
the loss of potential energy involved in descending from its normal 1.2 - 1.8m

height to ground level would be considerable. Would the time taken to recoup

energy reserves explain the crude periodicity observed between forays?
I can offer no definite answers to these speculations, but I suspect that

it was trying to escape from an 'isolated* bush and being regularly thwarted
by its inability to cover sufficient distance before dusk. Part of its

ecological requirement was presumably not met by the roicrohabitat within the

bush.
But on 6/9 it tried again and this time succeeded in leaving, and curiously

enough the necessary stimulus for this supreme effort was quite possibly me.

For on the day before, in an excess of zeal and seizing the opportunity to

scare my daughter out of her wits, I'd nipped outside, captured the chameleon
and taken it inside the house to brandish at her, and having achieved total
horror, I returned it to the bush, where it spent the night. E\it

,
as Jim

Hebrard points out, these creatures are very easily disturbed, though whether
by me (unlikely) or my daughter (totally likely) is another question, and the
handling may have given it just that extra bit of resolve to quit.

The other phenomenon that may have helped is that, coinciding with the
start of September., the climate perceptibly warmed, thus making the chameleon
vary active.

Finally, further requests for information. Jim Hebrard would be very glad
to-hear from anyone who has seen Silvery-cheeked Hornbills Bycanistes brevis
eating chameleons; can anyone verify the point that these birds prefer
chameleons to other prey? All correspondence please to Jim at the address
given above.
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NOTICE

Voluntary assistance is always urgently required and is most welcome whenever
the Bulletin stencils are being, duplicated and the issue collated. This occurs
at the end of each two month period, i.e. the next 'rush' will be during the

last week or so of July.
Anyone who can spare a little time to assist in this task (even an hour or

two helps) is requested to contact the Secretary by phone towards the end of
July and again towards the end of September.

Thankyou. Secretary, EANHS.
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NOTES ON SOME SKATES AND RAYS OF THE KENYA COAST

INTRODUCTION

Skates and Rays exist in considerable numbers in the Indian Ocean where some
species attain great sizes. Their skins are valuable as shagreen and sometlnles

as sand paper on vrood. Some species livers are mixed with shark flesh to make
starters for dinneir. Very little comprehensive study has been done on the
Skates and Rays on our coast. This paper gives a record of these fishes
between October 1930 to June 1981. The area covered was between Vanga on the
South Coast and the Lamu Archipelagos on the North Coast (Fig. 1). Specimens
examined were those landed by the local fishermen in their Co-operative Fish
Landing Depots and those from trawling cruises of the FAO R.V. ’Ujuzi’' on its

offshore trawling surveys. Morphometric studies (Fig. 2) were based on the

specimens available and the techniques employed were those of Bigelow and
Schroeder (1953); Hubbs and Ishiyama (1968). Identification keys included
those of Wallace (1967) and Smith (1977).

HEALTH HAZARD

Skates and Rays constitute one of the largest and most important group of

venom.ous marine organisms. They are armed xj'ith 1 - 3 sharp serrated spines
which are situated on the tail. On each side of the spine are a pair of

of grooves supplied with a powerful irritating tcs.in from connected glands. .

They frequently lie still on the sea-bed almost completely covered with sand.

It is easy to tread on the fish without noticing it, whereupon the tail whips
round and buries the spine in the leg or ankle of the victim. In some cases
such wounds have been known to be fatal . The seines are the only dangerous
part of the fish, hence most fishermen after catching a ray will cut off its

tail to render it harmless.
Electric Skates and Rays constitute a relatively minor health hazard.

Contact with a large ray may result in a shock sufficient to knock over and
temporarily disable a man. They are able to survive for a time out of water
amd may be encountered stranded on beaches v^hen the tide is out and will give

the unwary a nasty shock.

TAXONOMY

Taxonomic x^ork on these fishes has been presented by Clark (1953); Roedel
and Ripley (1950); Ishiyama (1952); Bigelow and Schroeder (1953); Smith (1957);
Hubbs and Ishiyama (1968) among others. Skates and Rays belong in the suborder
Batoidei. Eight families were identified in this study.

RFilNOBATIDAE

Two genera have been reported to occur in our waters Rhynchobatus and
Rhinobatus CK.enya Fisheries Department 1978). Rhynchobatus djeddensls . One

female specimen x<^as caught by a fisherman at Vanga.

R/vIIDAE (Skates)

The main genus in this family is Raja. It contains a large number of

species from shallow to deep waters. R. clavata^ R. marginata and R. batis
are believed to occur in our waters but none was found during the study.

R. ocellifera . One hundred and ten fish x^ere caught by trawling in waters
more than 100 m deep, of x-7hich 49 x^ere positively identified as male and 61

as female. Disc width range was 165 - 310 mm. and disc length range 150 -

310 mm. This fish is not eaten.
R. miraletus . Forty specimens were caught by trawling in deep xvviters of

over 300 m. This species resembles R. ocellifera and is not exploited for

f ood

.

R. alba. Only four male juveniles x/ere caught in the trawl net of R.V.

*Ujuzi' in October 1980.
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TORPEDINIDAE (Electric Rays)
Three species in this family v^ere observed. Torpedo marmoratus. OnG female

specimen was caught by trawl net in October 1980. This species is eaten by a
few fishermen.

Torpedo fuscomaculata . Two female specimens were caught by trawling in
December. This fish is not important as a food resource

Hateronarce garmani. Three female specimens were caught in December. Their
disc width ranged between 90 ~ 100 mm.

DASYATIDAE (Sting Rays)
Two genera of this family were found in Kenya v<faters of the Indian Ocean

namely Taeniura and Dayatis.
Taeniura lymna. Eorty specimens were caught, of which 18 male and 22 female

were identified. Disc width ranged between 95 - 390 mm, disc lengths ranged
from 90 - 350 mm. This is one of the most common sting rays found in the coral
reef areas of our coast. This species is being exploited by the local fisher-
men as food and the fishing gear used are gillnets and sometimes harpoons and
spears at low tide.

Dasyatis sephen. Seventeen specimens were caught by trawl ir October 1980

and January 1981 The largest specimen's disc width was 200 cm, disc length

145 cm and weighed 105 kg. Thirteen female and four male fish were recorded.
The m.uscle tissues of the fish appeared oily and is not exploited as a food

resource

.

Dasyatis uarnak. Twelve specimens x^ere caught, of which ten male and two

female x^ere identified. Disc X'/idth range was 90 - 140 cm, disc length range
70 - 120 cm and weight range was 35 - 106 kg. This fish is landed by the

local fishermen at Vanga, Shimoni and Kilifi. This species was caught in

trawls made in shallov^ vraters , It is exploited as a food resource.
D, favus. Eight specimens x^ere caught by trawling, of which two males and

six females were identified. Disc width ranges were from 25 - 92 cm and disc
length 17 - 78 cm and the x^eights were between 3-38 kg. This fish was

landed by fishermen at Mombasa Old Port, Vanga and Kilifi. This species is

exploited for food.

D. lubricus . One hundred and fortx?^ one specimens were caught, of which 65

male and 76 female fish Xvere identified. The average adult disc width was
166 cm, disc length 140 era and XA7cight x^?as 92 kg. This is a commonly landed
ray and is good for eating,

GYMNURIDAIDAE (Butterfly Rays)
One species was caught by trax-zling in December, Gymnura natalensis . The

disc length of this fish is smaller than its disc width. This fish is scarce
and edible.

MYLIOBATIDAE (Eagle Rays)
Three genera Stoasodon^ Myliobatis and Pteromylaeus were found to occur in

our x-jaters.

Stoasodon narinari . Three specimens x^;ere cauaht vrith a disc width range

betvreen 80 - 145 cm and disc length 68 - 90 cm. This fish was landed by

fisheraien at Vanga and Morabasa and is commonly caught by trawling. It is a

commonly landed fish that is a good source of food,

Myliobatis cervus . Fourteen specimens with a disc width range of 46 - 192 cm,

disc length range 22 - 100 cm and weight range of between 5 ~ 70 kg xixere

collected. Among these, 8 male and 6 female were identified. This fish xa73S

landed during the time of the study at Msambweni, Vanga and Malindi. It was

also caught by travrling in January. This species is being exploited as a

source of food.

Pteromylaeus bovinus . One specimen x^as landed at Shimoni.
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A dorsal view B SIDE VIEW CF DORSAL FIN

1. Disc width. 6. First dorsal bose

2. Length of disc. 7 First dorsol origin to apex

The”diEc‘'ttiMS includes the snout.
C VENTRAL VIEW OF HEAD

head, body ond pectoral fins, but
8. Mouth width

not the pelvic fins or toil. '

j
§ Between inner ends nostril.

3. Shout to greatest width disc.
10 Snout to tip lower jow.

4. Snout to anterior end orbit
11. Between inner ends first pair gill slits.

5. Distance between spiracles. ,

12 Between inner ends fifth pair gill slits.

Fig 2 : OUTLINES OF THE TYPICAL MEASUREMENTS FOR SKATE AND RAY SPECIMENS
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RHINOPTERIDAE (Cownose Rays)
One oenus was recorded along our coast. Rhinoptera javanica. Two females

were landed by fishermen at Kilifi with weights of between 26 and 35 kg.

MOBULIDAE
One genus Manta was recorded in our waters during the study

Manta birostris . One female fish was entangled in the Kenya Fisheries Depart-
ment's shark nets set at Waa, South Coast Diani . Disc width was 4.6 m, disc
length l.S.m and it weighed 600 kg.

FISHERY

Skates and Rays are caught by a few commercial trawlers. Local fishermen
who fish on a small scale basis contribute considerably <"o this fishery.
In general elasmobranchs are little exploited as a food resource, their flesh
is not favoured. These fish are landed at numerous points along the coastline
using small boats and dug-out canoes. Total landings of Sharks, Rays and
Skates in 1979 was only 46.7 tonnes compared to 4336 tonnes for total marine
fishes caught in 1979 (Kenya Fisheries Department, 1979). Holden (1975)
points out that Skate and Rays have a slow growth rate, take a long time to

mature and have a low rate of reproduction, kdiether these limitations can
enable them to withstand exploitation should be investigated.
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A BIRD-WATCHER AT K.I.A. 1980-1982

My wife and I arrived at the Kenya Institute of Administration in January 1980

and moved into a new bungalow on Lov7er Kabete Road at the western end of the

campus, not far from Kapenguria Road. Opposite us were a few older bungalows
and in between was a stretch of ground covered with bushes and weeds. To our

left the ground widened, out and dropped down to the Mathare River which flows

intermittently through the valley.
Never having been in Africa before, the first thoughts of my wife and

myself were by no means of bird-watching. Indeed, strange as it may seem, I

had no idea of the ornithological attractions of Kenya, despite many years
bird-watching in Britain; But it was not long before we noticed two small
black and white birds with long tails which looked and sounded at times like

a miniature edition of the English Ma.gpie. These were, of Course., Fiscal
Shrikes, as I soon discovered with the aid of an old’ b' rd-watchers ' book'

borrox\7ed from the Macmillan Library in Nairobi.
, ,

For the next three years they, or their successors., were to be ,a familiar
sight in our part of the campus, as elsewhere in Kenya, often to be seen
perched on a telephone wire or, more likely at dusk, on a post, from where
they V70uld suddenly swoop down on their unsuspecting prey. I was intrigued to

learn of the bird's nicknames, ’Hangman Jack’ and ’Butcher Bird ' when eventually
I obtained a copy of Praed & Grant, and I saw evidence of this for myself when
I discovered a small rodent impaled on a bush in my garden and, later, a fairly
well-grown cisticola fledgling being pulled to pieces and fe-d to a young shrike.

Of the Fiscal Shrike's general aggressiveness towards other birds I also
had ample evidence. Among the species I saw it attack were Rufous Sparrow,
Speckled Mousebird, Northern Pied Babbler, Little Bee-eater, Bronze Sunbird,
Anteater Chat and Baglafecht and Speke’s Weavers. On one occasion the bird
’saw off’ a whole party of seven or eight Speke’s Weavers, but on another
occasion it almost met its match in the shape of a very determined male
Baglafecht Weaver, v/hich, after apparently winning the contest, had second
thoughts andflewoff with its mate, hotly pursued by the shrike,

.

Over the years the bird’s ’shooting up’ or ‘dive-bombing’ antics became a

familiar sight to me but perhaps its most impressive exploit was when I saw it

zoom up t.o the top of a tree and force a Black Kite to relinquish its meal and
make a hurried departure. On one occasion I nearly blamed the shrike for
aggression it was not guilty of. One morning as I vras walking to work I heard
a tremendous noise coming from an acacia tree further along the road and could
see a number of birds flying in and out of the tree in a very agitated manner.
Am.ongst these were three Fiscal Shrikes and I thought at first that they were
invading a weaver’s nest, but as I neared the tree I caught a glimpse of a
large rodent or possibly a mongoose slinking down the trunk of the tree.
The noise then almost, ceased and I noticed several birds fly away, among them
two pairs of Bronze Sunbirds, one male Baglafecht Weaver and one immature and
three or four female Speke’s Weavers.
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One other interesting incident I observed involving a Fiscal Shrike was an
aerial tug-of-war. One eveninf? I noticed two very broxTO and apparently
recently fledged shrikes in a tree being fed by their parents. One parent had
a large insecty possibly a beetlCj which was snatched out of its mouth by a
greedy youngster. The parent attempted to snatch back the insect and a tug-
of-war ensued, xxrith both birds falling out of the tree, still grasping the
insect with their beaks, and fluttering a distance of some eight metres to the
ground. Neither had let go before they both' disappeared in the long grass at
the foot of the tree. It may have been the' Same youngster who-, a few moments
later x^ras pecked by an irritable parent for being greedy yet againi

Among my abiding impressions of dusk in Kenya are the noise of the insects
and the huge cumulonimbus clouds in the x^7est, sometimes shot through v/ith the
colours of the setting sun, I was always intrigued that often the red sky
was to be seen above Nairobi, to the east, and then gradually would move round
to the south and eventually to the x-zest.

Other sounds of dusk which wa soon noticed were the cries of the Hadada as

they flew back towards Nairobi to roost and the insistent call of the Red-
chested Cuckoo. Often as many as txizenty Hadada would fly overhead or to the

south where the buildings of the University Agricultural Department could be
seen. One July evening I was surprised to see one Hadada flying the other way
- had it forgotten something?

There were also Sacred Ibis as well as Hadadas. For me, as they flew over,

the txi70 species brought back memories of war-time Britain with the Hadadas
reminding me of the ragged marching of the troops of one of our allies, in

marked, contrast to the disciplined formations of the British army and the

Sacred ibisi Strange that two closely related species should have such
different ways of flying in a flock. It seems to me likely that the Sacred

Ibis is a stronger flier than the Hadada as there X'7as one occasion when I saw
five Hadadas and one Sacred Ibis flying together. The Sacred Ibis was at the
rear of the group and occasionally it would glide while its companions
continued to flap along in front.

Another frequent sight at dusk was the Cattle Egrets on their x-7ay heme
after a day spent near or in the Artificial Insemination Unit in Kapenguria
Road. And during the day there Xi7ere those black and yellow birds which
turned out to be Reiclienow’s (sorry, BaglafechtI) Weavers. A pair of males
had such a fierce fight cn one occasion that I was almost able to touch them
before they were exv-are of my presence. Their claws x^ere locked together, one

was on its back x>7itb the other on top of it, and both birds X\7ere necking
furiously at the other *s face.

On the main campus at K.I.A. I was also meeting. new birds. First and fore-

most V7ere the Superb Starlings which left me gasping with their beautiful

colouring, and x*7ere of ten to be seen around the staff coffee room and some of

the classrooms.
Outside my first floor office was a row of bottle-brush trees which were in

full bloom when we arrived and these, I discovered, were a favourite haunt of

more Baglafecht Weavers arid also Bronze Sunbirds and Speckled Mousebirds.

When I first encountered the mousebirds I thought I had come across a m,iniature

version of the orang-utang, and throughout our stay x<ie found them a fascinating

bird to watch, despite their bad reputation vxith other birds. In the coldest

weather of July and August they could often be seen huddled together, and when

they glided from tree to tree I x^ias constantly reminded of the evolution of

birds from flying lizards,

A m.ore familiar bird to my eyes, the Pied Wagtail, could be seen near my

office, and I realised subsequently that a pair of them made a regular practice

of nesting somewhere in the rafters of the assembly hall. There were one or

two meetings there x-jhich were made rather more interesting by the constant

coming and going of these birds!

Another discovery I made over a period of several months was that some of
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my colleagues were taking an interest in the birds, one of them also being

keen to photograph them. Towards the end of my stay at K.I.A. I felt he was

unwontedly optimistic when he place a V7arning notice by the nest of a Crovmed
Plover which he had found in the middle of the athletics field. Unfortunately,
subsequent events justified my forebodings.

As the weeks passed I became more aware of the birds in the area beyond
our garden. I even summoned, up the courage to venture forth ’into the bush’

by myself
,
^despite the dire warnings given by another ’ex-pat’ who had arrived

a few months before us . The main hazard V7as reputed to be snakes, but

although there ware snakes seen in the area, including two outside our own

backdoor and one in a colleague’s bath, I never encountered one in the three

years I roamed around the area.
What did cause a minor problem, at least initially, was the proximity of

my neighbours and Colleagues to my bird-watching ’patch’ . I had resolved
from the beginning not to train my binoculars in the direction of their houses,
no matter how tempting the ornithological interest, but I. also had to engage
in some explanations to secure their tolerance and that of their children
also. After that, I am glad to say, there were no problems arid my wife and ,

I remained on good terms v:ith our neighbours up to the moment of our depart-
ure. 'V •

. ^

'

To some extent, my 'failure to see ari3/ snakes while bird-watching may have
been due to the presenGe of a Long-crested Eagle which I was often able to

watch from my living-room as it perched in a magnificent magumo tree in front
of my next-door neighbour’s house. This was another fascinating bird which
often reminded me of a raedieval knight dressed- for a jousting but still with
his court stockings on’. Frequently when I was teaching I was reminded of its

presence by its shrill cry or scream.
My first expedition ’into the bush’ beyond my garden gave me my first view

of a Robin Chat, and other common species which I soon managed to identify
included the Rufous Sparrov;, Common Bulbul, Streaky Seedeater, Blue-eared
Glossy Starling and Red-eyed Dove. Nearer to our bungalow we occasionally
heard the sweet song of the Anteater Chat perched on one of our garden posts.

;

This bird and itc mate v^ere the only records of the species in the 1980 and
1981 Nairobi Bird Census, but by 1982 building development in the area had
caused them to move further away.

One bird* I thought I had identified in these early months was the Vitelline
Masked Weayeir, but wlien I 3.ncluded it on my return for the 19B0 Bird Census,
Fleur Ng’v7eno ver35' rightly queried it. Eventually I came to the conclusion
that the birds I was seeing were, in fact, Speke’s Weavers. By then I .was

using a second-hand copy of J.G. Williams Birds of East and Central Africa
which my wife had found for me, and this was ray main identification reference,
along with the bird section of the National Museum, all the time I was in
Kenya. It generally/ served me well, but in the case of the Vitelline Masked
Weaver I felt at the time that the illustration had misled me somewhat.

By the end of our first three months at K.I.A. I had managed to identify
som.e twenty odd species in the vicinity, and from 1 April, 1980, I felt
confident and interested enough to keep a daily record. I must have become a
familiar figure amongst the bushes in the hour or so before sundown and upon
my return would record my observations in a square ruled exercise book bought
for, the purpose;. Apart from a few short periods when I was away, I maintained
'the

,records' on a daily basis almost continuously until July 1981, and from
then onwards less frequently until I became immersed in our departure prep-
arations in December 1982. I have no illusions that the record is of any
ornithological value, but maintaining it

,
especially for the first year or so,

forced roe to become a more disciplined bird-watcher, and no doubt enabled me
to see species and aspects of bird behaviour which I might otherwise have
missed. Most important of all, perhaps, it had considerable therapeutic value
in ppovidirngg me with the opportunity to forget the problem.s of the working
day.
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In my first month of daily recording I logged twenty-six identified species.
Two of these I had seen earlier in the year but not identified; the Aucur
Buzzard was only occasionally seen but the Stout Cisticola was present virtually
every day and families of this species and its relative, the Singing Cisticola,
became a common sight for me as the months went by. The Augur Buzzard continued
to be seen just now and again throughout my stay at K.I.A. I remember two
separate occasions when it chased the Long-crested Eagle and a Black-shouldered
Kite which used to appear once in a while. It has been suggested to me that
both these birds were trespassing on the Buzzard's territory, but I saw both
of them more often than the Buzzard itself and the Eagle can only be described
as a resident.

Around' the end of May in my first year 1 became aware of a small party of

brown and white thrush-like birds which were occasionally to be seen amongst a

clump of bushes some distance away from our bungalow. Their identification
caused me some difficulty and it was not until I read the small print under
one of the bellied Species' sections in Williams that I identified them as

Northern Pied Babblers. From that time onwards, three or four of these birds
seemed to be present somewhere around K.I.A. Strangely, there was never any
evidence that they bred despite their residence over a period of two and a half

years. As ' the months went by they seem.ed to become more tolerant of humans
and my wife' and I would enjoy watching them whenever they appeared. One habit
they had was for one of them to sit on top of a bush or a post while the other
two or three fed on the ground below. The lookout would sometimes 'babble ' and
those on the ground would sometimes respond with a kind of squeak. They
appeared to take it in turns to be the lookout, and at times there seemed
almost to be a 'changing of the guard’ ceremony with two birds 'babbling' on a

berch for a short while.
It was these particular birds which persuaded me that birds play. One sunny

Sunday afternoon we had left a wicker chair out on the grass when we noticed
the Babblers near it. Three of them were engaged in a game of 'Catch Me’, or

so it appeared, with the inevitable sentinel on duty on the telephone wires
above. One bird would chase another around the chair and then they would about

turn and the chaser would be chased. Then there would be a lull in the game

''with the birds on opposite sides of the chair and unable to see each other.

Ttien one would lodk round the chair until it was seen by the other, then dart
out of view - and the chase would be on again. Occasionally, when the chase

was on the pursuer would turn around and go the other way, just as children do.

After a while the game moved from the chair to a Nandi Flame tree, but, all in

all, it must have gone on for ten to fifteen minutes before they tired of it.

By the end of June !980, the nearby magumo tree had attracted two more
species which caused me problems of identification - a White-headed Barbet and

a number of Violet-backed Starlings. The latter vrere attracted, by the ripe
fruit and were only ever seen in the tree, or indeed, anywhere in the area,
when there were fruit ready for eating. The 'Barbet, hox^rever, proved to be a

local resident: in November I discovered a pair raising their young in a hole
about seven metres up in a dead tree near where the ground slopes down to the
donga. This was., however, to be the only brood I saw being reared in this

particular tree as the ground nearby was later cleared for cultivation.
The birds continued to visit the tree and possibly even roosted there, but no

further breeding activity xv-as observed.
One species x-7hich seemed, to have little or no luck in I'reeding around K.I.A.

was the Striped Swallow, These were frequently, although not invariably, to

be seen in the vicinity and at certain times of the year when mud was available
attempts would be made at nest building. Sometimes this would be in ' the' K. I . A

.

administration block, and after I had seen the first nest destroyed. when it

was almost complete, I usually made a point of asking the office superintendent
to have the nest removed as scon as I had seen it started.

In the Long Rains of 1981, my wife and I thought we were going to be
fortunate enough to have a Striped Swallow's nest under the eaves of pur own
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bungalow, hut v;e were finally disappointed. The pair would frequently perch
op our open bedroom window and I was able to record and photograph them.

Several attempts were made at building a nest. At first the mud was perhaps
not sticky enough, but after a particularly rainy day some progress was made
and I became quite optimisstic. Then as, dry days followed, the attempt
slackened, to be followed by another spurt following another wet day. But
apart from the weather there were other birds to contend with: Little Swifts,
Rufous Sparrows and other Striped Swallows had to be seen off, and towards the

end of the rains the birds apparently gave up.

One pair of Striped Swallows was actually successful in breeding somewhere
around K.I.A. in 1932 as I saw young birds being fed on a telephone wire in

June of that year. More typical seemed to be the catastrophe that befell
another pair who built a nest near ray office. Both the administration and the

cleaners seemed to be prepared to tolerate this nest but one Monday morning
I arrived to find it on the ground along with a few downy feathers. There had
been a lot of activity by Pied Crows over the weekend and I suspect that these
were the culprits.

Towards the end of 1930 part of my bird-watching ‘patch* began to be cleared
for cultivation. As a result many of the birds retreated to the periphery of

the area, although they were still often to be seen, A further deterioration
in the birds’ habitat was caused by the destruction or mutilation of trees,
sometimes for firewood, but sometimes for cultivation purposes also. As some

of the trees were on the ground sloping down to the donga I had some doubts
about the wisdom of this policy ever, from the point of view of food production,
although those lucky enough to have a shamba on the level ground at the foot
of the slope would presumably have no objection to a further deposit of top-
soil. Further and more permanent changes in the habitat occurred at the end
of 1981 when work was started on building a number of new houses.

As a result of these developments and also because it was my own inclination
to venture further afield once I had become familiar with my immediate surround-
ings, I began to investigate the upper and lower stretches of the river flowing
through the valley, and to explore the university’s land to the south and east
of K.I.A. An account of the birds I saw there is out of place here but, for

those who are interested, the area contains a number of interesting species.
My final identified species count for K.I.A. was eighty-five, with a monthly

maximum of sixty-four in March, 1981. Regrettably, there were also many
species I was unable to identify and I estimate that the true species count for

KoI.A. must, in fact, be in excess of one hundred. Appendix A comprises a list
of those I did identify.

Bird-watching at K.I.A. was one of the many memorable experiences ray wife
and I enjoyed during our stay in Kenya. I have little doubt that *my patch’
has changed out of all recognition now, with houses and shambas all over it.

In consequence, I expect many of the birds will have moved on. But they cannot
be far away - and I will certainly remember them with affection.

APPENDIX A Identified Species at K.I.A., 1 9B0 - 1982

The numbers are from Birds of East Africa as are the common names.
BA = Breeding activity. BC = Breeding confirmed,

27. Black-headed Heron 32, Cattle Egret 45 tJhite Stork 51. Hadada (BA)

54. Sacred Ibis 120. Augur Buzzard 130. Long-crested Eagle (BA) 138. Black
Kite 142. Black-shouldered Kite 175. Yellow-necked Spurfowl 190. Helmeted
Guineafowl 244. Crowned Plover (BA) 346. Ring-necked Dove 350. Red-eyed
Dove 351. Laughing Dove (BA) 358. Green Pigeon 389, Emerald Cuckoo
391. Klass’ Cuckoo 399. Red-chested Cuckoo 437. Montane Nightjar 443. Little
Swift (BA) 447. White-rumped Swift 459. Speckled Mousebird 480. Eurasian
Bee-eater 488. Cinnamon-chested Bee-eater 491 . Little Bee-eater 502. Hoopoe
513. Black and White Casqued Hornbill 540. White-headed Barbet (BC) 575. Red-
throated Wryneck 585. Cardinal Woodpecker 590. Grey Woodpecker 624. Striped
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Swallow (BC) 654. Pied Crow 661. White-bellied Tit 630. Northern Pied
Babbler 732. Common Bulbul (BC) 749. Robin Chat 755. Ruppell's Robin Chat.(BC)
770. Anteater Chat 784. Stonechat 793. Northern Olive Thrush (BA)

843. Yellow Warbler 852. Singing Cisticola (BC) 869. Stout Cisticola (BC)

875. Grey-capped Warbler 908. Willow Warbler 913, Tawny-f lanked Prinia
917. Blackcap 933. White-eyed Slaty Flycatcher (BC) 936. Dusky Flycatcher
951. Chin-spot Batis 968. Paradise Flycatcher (BC) 988. Yellow-throated
Longclaw 991. African Pied Wagtail (BC) 996 . Yellow Wagtail 1004. Tropical
Boubou 1029. Fiscal (BC) 1048. Violet-backed Starling 1055. Blue-eared
Glossy Starling (BA) 1076. Superb Starling (BA) 1103, Bronze Sunbird (BC)

1119. Golden-winged Sunbird 1122, Scarlet-chested Sunbird 11-28. Variable
Sunbird (BC) 1130. Green-headed Sunbird 1 1 33 Yellow White-eye 1134. Grosbeak
Weaver* 1139. Red-naped Widowbird 1141. Yellow Bishop 1147. Jackson’s
Widowbird 1159. Baglafecht Weaver (BC) 1165. Black-headed Weaver (BA)

1177. Spectacled Weaver (BA) 1180, Chestnut Weaver 1181. Speke’s Weaver (BA)

1189. Holub’s Golden Weaver (BA) 1201. Grey-headed Sparrow 1207. Rufous
Sparrow (BA) 1226. Waxbill 1241, Red-billed Firefinch 1265. Black and PJhite.

Mannikin 1266. Bronze Mannikin (EG) 1283. African Citril (BC) 1292 Streaky
Seed-eater (BC)

.

Derek Kentj 121 , Springfield Road, Sheffield-, S7 2GH. U.K.

ELSAMERE CONSERVATION CENTRE

I am sure members would like to know what this centre has to offer. Elsamere
was founded by the late Joy Adamson, of Elsa fame, and belongs to the Elsa
Trust (Elsa Ltd.).

Recently I had the pleasure of spending a weekend there, with my husband,
as guests of the Warden, Jock Daw’-son and his x^7ife Enid.

It was Mrs Adamson'' s wish that her beautifully situated home, set in a

forest of fever trees on the shores of Lake Naivaslia, should be used for the

furtherance of Conservation work in Kenya. Elsamere is not an hotel and is

only available for genuine Conservation usage, consequently its residential
charges are at a low rate to aid the study of Conservation in Kenya.

People eligible to stay there are:
* Any bona fide research worker or University group studying any of the

biological or geological sciences who need accommodation in Kenya on a long

or short term basis. Elsamere is a suitable base for any work in the Rift

Valley or could be used as a base for workers Xi/ho spend much ‘time in the bush.
* Any writer or film maker who is worki’ng on the natural history of Kenya.
* Any member of a genuine Conservation tour visiting Kenya.
* Any scientific or university group who need facilities for small conferences

on Conservation or allied topics.
* Any member of a recognised scientific society who X/jould like to study in

the vicinity of Lake Naivasha. In Kenya such recognised societies are:

The East Africa Natural History Society, The East African Wildlife Society,

and the Museum Society. Most overseas scientific societies are also

eligible

.

The house has bee:x enlarged, but retains the character of a private hom;e and is

much as Mrs Adamson knew it. There is accommodation for 13 people in 6 doubles

and one single room, but larger parties can be acconsnodated by arrangement with
the warden (probably in tents) . Bathroom facilities are available and delicious

home cooking is provided by Enid and her cooks. Mrs Adamson’s own room, which
she used as a bedroom and workroom, is now maintained as a museum of her work'

and can be used for seminars, small conferences and private study.
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The centre is situated just a few kilometres past Fisherman’s Camp, along the

South Lake Road, howeverj the present condition of that road is appalling and

thus it is best to travel via the North Lake Road for the time being.

Members will enjoy the superb hospitality of Jock and; Enid who have lived in

Kenya most of their lives s and are now very competently managing the centre.

Naturally, many members will be interested in the birdlife and the Dawsons are

continually grateful for any further additions to their list.
,

A walking track winds alongside the shore for about 5G0 metres, and around
the 23 hectare property and a small dinghy is available for trips on the lake.

In residence is a troop of Colobus monkeys who wander into the house and

sit on the roof with their tails hanging down over the eaves. At dusk we were
invited to watch a family of Verreaux's Eagle Owls Bubo lacteus come to the

warden's house to be fed - on chicken heads and mole rats - real gourmet food!

iJhat a thrill to sea these wonderful birds at such close quarters., especially
to see their distinct pink eyelids.

For those who feel inclined to relax, there is a small library of Africana,
Natural History and other loocks to browse through. In addition, there will be
a special collection of papers relevant to Lake Naivasha from the library of

the late Roger Menell, who was well known to many Society members.
All in all, an extremely fascinating and relaxing place to visit, and a

w^onderful vjay to preserve the memory of JC37 Adamson. Reservations may be
' made by writing to the Warden, E.C.C., P.O. Box 4, Naivasha.

Barbara Bryan, Acting Hon. Secretary EANHS, Box 4.5466, Nairobi.

YOUNG AFRICAN FISH EAGLE - KILLING AND EATING A TERRAPIN

In the Masai Mara Game Reserve on 13 February 1984, a young African Fish Eagle
Haliaeetus vocifer was noticed firmly attached to some form of prey in the edge
of a shallow muddy pool ... a dried up cut off from the last heavy rains . .

.

Much splashing and mud-slinging followed, the bird oblivious to our presence,
totally concentrating on its prey, firmly clenched in its talons. It soon
becam.e evident that the talons v'ere also clutching some tough aquatic vegetation
and, as the bird instinctively .would not let go of its wriggling prey, a sort
of eagle/prey stalemate had been reached.

We were able to approach to within 10 m. or so, before, the young eagle noticed
our presence, so totally committedi was he to catching his lunch. Even then, he
m.ade no attempt to release, his talons, but with very powerful v/ing beats, much
more splashing, even more mud-slinging, it tore free of the attached vegetation
and flew off to a nearby tree, trailing muddy weeds of at least 60 cm long,
v/rapped round its prey.

We waited, for perhaps 30 minutes and could see the prey v7riggling under the
mass of vegetation and black mud? and then, with binoculars, we were able to see
the small head and four feebly waving feet of a Terrapin. The young eagle, as
soon as these appendages appeared, immediately reached down, and pulled off the
longest V7hich happened to be the head - and then proceeded to 'pluck' off the
'plumage*, which happened to be the mass of weeds and mud, before pulling off
each leg in turn and swallowing them. It spent a long time trying to get into
the shell.

The late Leslie Brown, in his book The African Fish Eagle records in great
detail, how difficult life is for the first years of a Fish Eagle's life and how
they will eat anything they can cet. This was a first year bird - and he chose
something moving in the mud ™ not an easy w^ay to survive.

Peter Davey, Box 15007, Nairobi.
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LIONS 'PLAYING' WITH JACKAL

On a track running from the Galana River towards Aruba Lodge in the Tsavo East
National Park on 3 December 1981, I observed a group of lions by a waterhole
and stopped to watch them. One was a lioness with two small cubs and two other
adults were present. I was surprised when out of the grass near the lioness
jumped a. Jackal which started running away but not very fast. The lioness
immediately ran after it^ knocked it down, picked it up by the throat and
carried it back to its cubs,. The cubs did not seem particularly interested
and anyway seemed much too small to be using the jackal for hunting practice.
After a while the lioness dropped the jackal and sat down a little way off.

Being curious as to whether the lioness had now killed the jackal, I edged
the car forward, but this discomfited the lioness who cegan slowly to move
off x<?ith her cubs. As I came to within a few metres of where the jackal was
lying, it staggered to its feet and began trotting off, away from both me and

the lioness. The latter had now retreated about 70 m away but on seeing the
jackal, it came loping across the intervening space and again knocked over the

jackal and picked it up. After a few seconds it dropped it again and finally
went back to its cubs and slov^ly left the area. Another inspection of the
jackal caused it to stagger to its feet and to move off again, but it appeared
to be dragging its hind legs and to be bleeding from the thigh. The jackal
did not look as if it vrould survive very long.

It appeared that the lioness was 'playing* with the jackal as a cat some-
times 'plays' with a mouse.

Dr C.C.H. Elliott, FAO/UMDP Quelca Bird Control Project, Bex 634, Arusha.

GREY HORNBILLS ACCOMPANYING BABOONS

In the Bulletin of November/December 198! (EANHS Bulletin 1981; 115), Michael
Gore noted an instance of Grey Hornbills Tockus nasutus accompanying a troop
of Olive Baboons Panic cunocephalus anubis near Lake Maoadi, Kenya.
He presumed that the hornbills were nreying on small creatures disturbed by
the baboons, but could recall no similar relationship from his experience of

the bird in West Africa.
I have never ob'served this relationship during seven years in Kenya but,

while burrowing back through the Journal abstracting material for the Kenya
Bird Atlas, the following came to light.

In an interesting account of "The water-holes at Ijara, Northern Province,
Kenya (!°36'S, 40°31 *E)

,

Percy, Percy & Ridley {Journal of the East Africa
Natural History Society 1953 XXll No.l (93); 2-14) noted of the Grey, Hornbill;

"On three occasions ..... it was seen to accompany treo:^"^ of baboons; but ^wc

cannot say if this has any significance."
It seems, therefore., that this is a recurring phenomenon, and further records

would be welcome. Nor is this type of activity unique to this species of horn-
bill as, in a recent Ez\NHS lecture, we heard from Anna Rasa how the Yellow-
billed Hornbill T. flavirostris regularly associates with groups of the Dwarf

Mongoose Helogale undulata.

Adrian D. Lewis, Geology, Box 30197, Nairobi.



SWALLOW-TAILED KITES IN MERU NATIONAL PARK

During the period 19-22 February 1984, we noticed several separate pairs of

Swallow-tailed Kites Chelictinia riocourii hovering for grasshoppers in the

Rhino Plains/Muiruri sxiramp area of the park, catching them and feedinp on the

wing

.

Alan Banks, Box 41822, Nairobi.

KENYA BREAKS BIG-DAY BIRDING MARATHON RECORD

Every year around the world teams of birdwatchers enter into the friendly
< competition of seeing how many birds can be recorded in a single 24 hour

period. Teams are generally sm.all, three or four persons maximum, and governed
by strict rules; midnight to midnight, each team member must see 95% or more

* of the total count, heard birds are also counted in the total.

On 6 December 1975 Zambia set the scene with an impressive score of 288,

almost unbelievable, but achieved through a very carefully planned itinerary.
The news flashed around the birding world like a bush-fire, and teams in all

continents set out to break the Zambian record. In 1973 a North American
record of 231 was set in California, while in May 1979 a team in Texas
attempted, with the help of a Lear jet, to break the magic figure of 300, only
to be thwarted by landing in Arizona for jet fuel and finding none available.

In December 1979 Don Turner and John Gerhart attempted Kenya's first Big
Day and came up with 264 species, a good effort, but still not good enough, the

route needed better planning. They tried again in January 1980 only to finish
with the same score of 264 - The Zambian's Africa and World record still stood.

In October 1981 a South American record of 254 was achieved in Peru, while
in that same m.onth in Australia a. score of 158 set a new national record.

In Great Britain the idea has caught on as a major fund-raising camipaign for

charity, and in April 1983 two teams of well-known personalities set an all-
time UK record of 155, vrhile at the same time raising a staggering £30 000 for

charity - meanwhile the Zamb'ian record remained intact.
On Saturday 25 February 19,84, a three man team comprising Don Turner of E.A.

Ornithological Safaris, Terry Stevenson from Lake Bar ingo Club and Dave Richards
of the. E.A.N.H.S. set out to try and break the almost m.agical Zambia record of

.
288 species in a single 24-hour period. Starting just after midnight from Lake
Baringo they picked up five nocturnal species by dawn, and then the rush was on.

On leaving Lake Baringo at 10 a.m... they had reached 150 species, the next stop
was Lake Nakuru with its multitude of xi/aterbirds . By noon the count had reached
204 - that magic figure of 300 seemed almost possible. Leaving Nakuru at 1:30
p.m. with the total at 228 and heading fast for Nairobi, a lull set in and only
tv70 new birds were added between Nakuru and Limuru, by the time Nairobi was
reached at 4 p.m. their score was 247. After a quick visit to to the Langata
suburbs it was into the Nairobi National Park for the last three vital hours.
The record was still possible, the previous Kenya 'best' of 264 x^ras passed at

4; 45 p.m. but x^ith conditions in the park drier than expected, it was obvious
that the last thirty odd species x-70uld be difficult with only two and a quarter
hours of daylight remaining. At 6 p.m. x^ith the total at 275 a decision was
m.ade to rush to the Langata forest on the north side of the park - it paid off.

Three of four groups of birds x^7ere encountered and by 6; 45 p.m. the total had
climbed to 288 ~ the Zambian record at long last. Out of the park at 7 p.m.
and with an Olive Thrush at 7.15 p.m. and a truly superb African Wood Owl at

11:30 p.m. the tx^enty four hours came to an end. A distance of 535 km had been
travelled, 290 species of birds recorded and the new Kenya, xAfrica and World
record had been achieved.
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If nothing else this new record further emphasises that Kenya is undoubtedly
the finest birdwatching destination in Africa and, with its superb tourist
facilities, offers binding opportunities unrivalled aii3n^here else in the world.
Bird-watching tours visit Kenya in ever increasing numbers, and in many wayb
birds have become equally important as a natural resource as the big game.

Kenya’s tourist lodges and hotels offer so both residents and visitors unique
birdwatching opportunities, while Kenya can boast of having more bird species
than any other African country - i055, so maybe after all that magical figure
of 300 is possible in a single 24~hour period.

D. Turner, Box 48019, Nairobi., T. Stevenson, Lake Baringo Club,
c/o Box 47557, Nairobi and D. Richards, Box 24545, Nairobi.

A CAMPING TRIP TO KORONGO FARM

From 10 " 12 February 1984, an English class from the French School in Nairobi
had a camping trip to F.ororigo Farm on the north shore of Lake Naivasha. More
than half the. girls and buys (13 year olds) had never camped before. At first
they were extremely preoccupied with such aspects as tents, bedding, food and
sleeping out. They vj'ere very excited and nois^/, Mien night cam.e it was some
time before they fell asleep.

Angela wrote: ”The camping trip was wonderful! I never had such a good time!

We left on Friday st 3 o’clock and 'me arrived at & o’clock. We put up our
tents; wc ate; then i/e sat around the fire.”

Abi said: ”We sang some songs with Mr Nicolas. Actually we just sang the

refrain and Hr Nicolas sang the song with the guitar.”
Angela continued: "Around half past nine we went to our tents. That was my

first day camping! It was wonderful! Just imagine! I slept with my good
friends Karine and Sandrine in our mathematics teacher’s tent!"

seme didn’t sleep. They i:ere talking and laughing and making
a lot of noise. Mr Seguy wa.f: ro f'lrious that he came out of his tent and said

"If I hear one more v7ord. I’ll punish you". So everybody became absolutely
quiet. I laughed very much because of the \<ray Mr Seguy x^ras talking."

were five in the tent! FIVE that is a lot!Juliette wrote about it too,

All night we complained about our bedfcllox-7s and \:e made a lot of noise! (You

can imagine what noise tw'enty teenagers can make X'jhile camping!) After an awful

night Xve woke up at six o'clock. Ho'w cold it was! And the bags with warm
clothes x^’ere outside the tent! We got dressed, V7ent out and found our teacher
wrapped in his sleeping bag, x-'har a good idea did the same.'

As they shivered in the cool early morning air Xi/atching the sunrise, the

beauty of the surroundings began to make an im.pression on them.

Faj’-el x-;rote: "We had to xrake up at six o’clock ts look at the sunrise over
Lake Naivasha and Mount Longonot. It turned many colours. It x<7as beautiful!"

We sat on the edge of an old eroded volcano x.7hich was cur camp site and

observed the moon, Venus and Jupiter bright in the eastern sky. Progressively
the horiron piril'cened over the dark x/all of the Rift and the Aberdares beyond.
The lake lay belox-7 us , Mo:.irit Longonot to the south. In the hushes beside us

birds began to sing. .

"Earl^’’; in the morning" 'wrote Angel e, "v/a took a walk. We sax^7 many birds.

Naivasha is the place xc'here you can find all sorts of birds.
Sunbirds, Ibis, Pelicans, Fish Eagles, Superb Starlings, Swallows,

Herons, Cormorants, Egrets, Horrbills, Wea'vers, Croxmed Cranes."
We walked along the. rim of the crater xj'hich descended eventua .ly to the

edge of the lake where x^e v/al'xed by papyrus and ferns and in the soft mud we

sax'7 the. foot prints of the hippo X7e had heard during the night.
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Fayel described it like this: ’'The next morning we went walking and saw
some ferns many papyrus and huge cacti in bloom. We heard and saw many birds.
At night vTe heard hippopotamus close to our tents. We saw a house completely
in the water and Mrs Mennell said that the water level of the lake had risen.
Later, we saw a small house which was a church and it was Sunday and the people
had on nice clothes and were having, church under the trees beside it. In the
village there were three kinds of houses. It looked like a small hierachy.
The rich lived in big houses of cement; the raiddle people lived in small houses
of cement and the poor were in huts.'*

After following tho lake shore we circled round by the church, through the

village and fields, and climbed a steep slope behind the Mennell home. The sun
was" bright by now and we could see the whole lake and surrounding landscape.

Nike described it in this way: ’’Lake Naivasha is situated in the Rift
Valley. It is one of the bigger lakes in Kenya. The place where we camped was
a farm situated in a very old volcano. In the morning we went to see the sun-
rise - it was wonderful! We have walked on the volcano's lava and we have seen
the escarpment, the Aberdares, Mt. Longonot and Mt. Suswa. There are many
volcanic rocks in Naivasha like obsidian, pumice stone etc. On Sunday we
climbed a small hill, there were lots of rocks and beautiful plants. At the

top of the hill we took binoculars and saw giraffes and birds. We could see

the v?hole lake, the volcanoes .... We came back for breakfast and as we were
hungry everybody ate a lot.”

In the afternoon we organised a big nature rally “ Guillaume commented:
"Saturday we played a lot of ball games and we had a big nature rally (my team
won!)

Four children interviewed Mrs Mennell about her farm. This is part of the

interview.
"During the last week-end our class went for a camping trip to Lake Naivasha

on a farm named Korongo and we interviewed the owner of this farm, a very nice
lady x^7ho offered us some tea during our talk"

Reporters: ’'What do you produce on your farm?"
Mrs Mennell: "Our farm produces beans that are taken to Nairobi sind sold

there. The cow's milk and the vegetable garden are for our own use. In the

vegetable garden we grow vegetables like "sucum.a’% cabbage, radishes', cauli-
flower, celery, tomatoes fruit such as bananas and also flowers.

The Roberts (the first owners of the farm) produced geraniums that were
sent to England. We started with beans only one year ago. Before that we
only had cows . , , :

Reporter: "Do you have any animals on your farm?"
Mrs Mennell: "Yes, tnere are cows, three dogs, three cats, a peacock and

four tortoises (one is called Charlie) . In our farm x<?e have two hundred
different species of birds."

'After the interview, Mrs Mennell showed us her garden and we saw the

tortoises and Charlie. It was a very pleasant talk!"
Sunday after lunch we returned to Nairobi,. Fayel writes: "We took down

our tents and played ball. After lunch we left for Nairobi, but nobody was
happy because we xvanted to stay lontjer, I enjoyed this camping trip very
much and I hope we will go there again one day x^ith thg whole class . It is a

beautiful place." , ,

Abi said: "I didn't like it, but LOVED it!"

Bunney Medard, French School, Box 58480, Nairobi.

CORRECTION

EANHS Bulletin 1984: 23-24. Bird Studies in Zambia. The second author,
Mrs Jennifer Horne is an Associate of the National Museums of Kenya and her
address is Box 24622, Nairobi. Apologies, Ed.
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NOTICES

CHANGE OF OFFICE HOURS; From I'JEDNESDAY 16 May 1984, the office will open in

the afternoon from 2 p.m.o ~ 5 p.m. but will be closed on Wednesday mornings
On MONDAY and FRIDAY it will be open as usual from 9.30 a.m. - 12.30 p.m.

Members who make payments to the Society through the post are requested to

send them by cheque, postal order. International Money Order or Bank Draft.

FOR SALE

NEW RELEASE; Whexe to watch Birds in Kenya by Ray Moore.
Published by Transafrica Press Nairobi. This book is available
from the Society Office, price to members Sh.l50/- to non-m.embers
Sh. 175/-. A detailed guide which includes colour and black and
white photographs, line drawings of birds and maps. It lists the
species likely to be seen in each locality with detailed instruct-
ionsastoroutes.

WANTED

Kenya Trees and Shrubs by Dale & Greenway. T.C. Noad, Box 40034,
Nairobi. Tel. house 88 2793.

SOCIETY FUNCTIONS

MONDAY 14th May, 1984; In the Museum Hall, Nairobi at 5.30 p.m. Don Fawcett
of ILRAD will give a lecture on ’’The Unseen World of the Electron Microscope”.

MONDAY 11th June, 1984; In the Museum Hall, Nairobi at 5.30 p.m. Dave
Richards will giye a talk and show colour transparencies on ’’Birds of Prey in

Kenya"

.

On the second Sunday of each month Mrs Fleur N’gweno leads a 'pot luck'

meeting; details will be published in advance when knov;n but members wishing
to attend should meet at the National Museum at 8.45 a.m. and come prepared
for eventualities.

WEDNESDAY morning bird walks continue, led by Mrs Fleur N'gweno.
Please meet at the National Museum at 8.45 a.m. sharp.

NOTICE TO ANYONE INTERESTED IN BIRDS

Are you a birdwatcher/photoprapher/ringer newly arrived in Kenya, and in

search of details of local birds, good areas to visit, relevant literature
and ringing and other research schemes?

See the Bulletin 1983; pp. 65 - 71 for extensive details and information.
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